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Realistic sensory stimulation results in synaptic inputs
that appear to be noisy and vary rapidly over time. To
extract the stimulus-dependent information contained in
such input streams, cells would have to integrate inputs
both over time and over the different synaptic afferents.
How individual neurons actually respond to such input
depends not only on its statistics, but also on various
intrinsic voltage- and spike-dependent processes defining
neuronal excitability. While the dynamical aspects of the
underlying biophysical mechanisms have been studied in
great detail, their functional implications at the single cell
level are still not understood completely.

Starting from a functional approach, we (1) examine
generic dynamical properties of sensory neurons that
would allow them to efficiently extract and signal infor-
mation from their inputs and (2) ask how these properties
might be realized by the biophysics of the neuron. More
specifically, we build upon a theory describing the
dynamics of spiking neural units that optimally integrate
synaptic input [1]. Using principles of Bayesian inference,
the theory specifies how to infer the probabilities of spe-
cific events from the noisy synaptic input they cause. We
show that for the following regimes, optimal inference
can be described by mechanisms known from biophysical
models. (a) When strongly inhibited, processing is domi-
nated by rectifying forces, like voltage-dependent depolar-
izing currents, preventing the membrane potential to
become too hyperpolarized. (b) In an intermediate

regime, input is integrated linearly with a leak current
adjusting the time constant of integration. (c) For strong
excitatory stimulation, the process acts as a coincidence
detector with spike-based adaptation increasing the mem-
brane conductance after each output spike. Each of these
regimes can be associated with different families of volt-
age dependent channels: hyperpolarization activated
depolarizing currents (Ih), voltage independent leak cur-
rents, and sources of spike-dependent adaptation (Ca2+

controlled K-currents).

We demonstrate that a biophysically motivated model
including such components can closely match the opti-
mal computational model regarding both input/output
rate function and information transmitted per spike.
Blocking Ih and Ca2+ results in a simple leaky integrate and
fire model with severely degraded inference, delayed
response to stimulus onsets, and impaired detection of
short stimuli.

Our approach tightly links biophysical parameters (e.g.,
integration timescale) to expected input statistics (e.g.,
how quickly stimulation changes). This makes predic-
tions about how specific dynamical aspects contribute to
the information transmitted and might help to under-
stand how natural neuromodulators or pharmacological
substances acting on the corresponding channels affect
sensory integration.
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